FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

STEPHEN DEAN
7 JANUARY – 6 FEBRUARY 2016

NEW YORK, NEW YORK – AMERINGER | McENERY | YOHE is pleased to announce an exhibition of recent works
by Stephen Dean. The exhibition will open on 7 January and will remain on view through 6 February 2016. A public
reception for the artist will be held on 7 January from 6:00 to 8:00 PM.
Stephen Dean is a New York City based artist whose
work summons the mesmerizing physiological and
cultural phenomena of color. In his large-scale
video installations, works on paper, and sculptures,
Dean combines an ethnographic approach, using
a precise sampling of objects and rituals, with an
uncanny sense of poetic exploration and restless
observation. His works are both illusionistic and
physically present.
Dean

further

explores

the

possibilities

and

applications of color in the two bodies of works on
paper exhibited.
The crossword puzzles contain close to 100,000
dots of watercolor playing with and against the
printed pattern of the black squares, which creates
glowing and fluid tapestry-like diagrams.
You are here, a series of three-dimensional works on layers of Chinese calligraphy paper, or rice paper, with glass
head needles marking the intersection of lines, substitutes calligraphic and textual elements for units of saturated
and transparent colors.
At first, appearing as analytical geometries of Minimalism, the works move towards free flowing polychromatic
fields.
Both series serve as vehicles for meditating upon everyday cultural practices and generate a total immersion
in a color-coded space. Either marking the space within lines or the intersections with colors, the works reflect
intuitively on Eastern and Western perceptions of the grid while evoking the distinctive spacial dynamics between
the games of chess and go.
Playing with ideas of series and sequences, variation and repetition, is in Dean’s case an end in itself, the seed or
ingredient for making a picture and the picture itself.
STEPHEN DEAN (b. 1968, Paris, France) has been exhibited at national and international institutions, including
Grand Rapids Museum of Art, Grand Rapids, MI; MAXXI, Rome, Italy; Los Angeles County Museum of Art, Los
Angeles, CA; National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C.; Musée du Quai Branly, Paris, France; Tinguely Museum,
Basel, Switzerland; San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, San Francisco, CA; Henry Art Gallery, Seattle, WA; Miami
Art Museum, Miami, FL; among others.
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He has also participated in numerous biennials around the world, including the Moscow Biennial (2009), SITE
Santa Fe Biennial (2006), 51st Venice Biennale (2005), the Sevilla Biennial (2004), the Istanbul Biennial (2003),
and the Whitney Biennial (2002).
Dean’s work is included in private and public collections, such as the Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New York,
NY; the Whitney Museum of Art, New York, NY; the National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C.; Yale University Art
Gallery, New Haven, CT; the Fond National d’Art Contemporain, Paris, France; Fondación la Caixa, Barcelona,
Spain; the Fondación Jumex, Mexico City, Mexico; and others.
Stephen Dean lives and works in Long Island City, NY.

...

Ameringer | McEnery | Yohe is open Tuesday through Saturday 10:00 AM to 6:00 PM and by appointment.
Press Contact: Cole Hansen at cole@amy-nyc.com
Image: Crossword, 2015, Watercolor on paper mounted on archival Tycore, 75 1/2 x 76 1/4 inches, 191.8 x 193.7 cm
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